=3 ~10.
A simple picture of charmed meson decays, based on the charm-quark decay process c + sud or S\!9 ( fig. l(a) A number of authors [3] [4] [5] , however, have pointed out that the presence of gluons may be crucial to the removal of helicity suppression which otherwise is inherent in quark-annihilation processes. Singlehard-gluon emission from the Do meson [3] [4] [5] , as depicted in fig.2 Because of the nonperturbative nature of soft-gluon interactions, however, estimates of their effects have so far been purely phenomenological [4] . The virtual color-octet cu systems have = l+ or l so that their subsequent weak decays are free of helicity suppression.
The LIS = L\C = -1 nonleptonic wealc Hamiltonian is given by (we set the Cabbibo angle
where .¥= refers to the weak current of the light quarks
For the color-El interaction is given by
(lJ=£)
while for the color-Ml interaction
where terms quadratic in p or higher as well as that vanish Vlith these in mind, we approxirnate the soft-gluon sum in (9) as follows (ii) The soft-gluon world would exhibit approximate Lorentz invariance relative to the wavelengths of c-olor fluctuations in it. By making use of this invariance, eq. (9), which is now rewritten as <o COlHjaco"> jo > (6,cl-
is related to < 0 I 1 1)> in eq. (l).
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An argument in favor of these approxirnat is made as follows:
The phenomenological value for 
\,Jith the abovc:·mentioned approxi:.-nations, the e.mplitude (9) i
Bil-nplifies~
In particular, since x·J = id in P spar.e,
by an integration by parts.FS In the :1onrelativistic approximation, the wave function at the origin Apart from an unobservable overall phase factor, the amplitude &F is now rewlitten as
<ehere t'Je have taken the same 6f: for the color-Ml and color-El transitions (although 6E may well be different in the two cases).
In the calculation of the decay rate, we use the relation [9] < Ol for the observed lepton-pair decay rates of vector mesons, gives [5] fD Jri ~ 150 HeV .
With this value for fD and 6s ~ 140 MeV (120 MeV), the present soft-gluon process leads to the lifetime difference
This result indicates that the soft-gluon effect by itself could account for a significant portion of the lifetime difference between the D+ and mesons~
The decay rate for the single-hard-gluon emission process in fig. 2(a) , evaluated perturbatively [3, 5] , is smaller than the soft-gluon effect where the a s
is the coupling constant characterizing the hardgluon emission process~ In decays, therefore, the hard-gluon emission effect is one order of magnitude smaller than the soft-gluon effect.
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Quantitatively the present analysis is a crude estimate because of uncertainties involved in 6s and f D and of the approximation scheme e.111ployed. It is conceivable that higher-multipole terms, especially those of soft gluons coupled to gluon exchanges between the constituent quarks in the D meson [8] , are non negligible for the D-meson system (although they are less important for heavy quarkonium systems). Qualitatj.vely, however, the abovementioned conclusions of the present analysis will, we expect, survive a more detailed analysis.
Soft-gluon effects are expected to be important in other heavymeson decays as well. 
